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SUMMARY In a world of continuously expanding amounts of data,
retrieving interesting information from enormous data sets becomes more
complex every day. Solutions for precomputing views on these big data
sets mostly follow either an oﬄine approach, which is slow but can take
into account the entire data set, or a streaming approach, which is fast but
only relies on the latest data entries. A hybrid solution was introduced
through the Lambda architecture concept. It combines both oﬄine and
streaming approaches by analyzing data in a fast speed layer first, and in
a slower batch layer later. However, this introduces a new synchronization
challenge: once the data is analyzed by the batch layer, the corresponding
information needs to be removed in the speed layer without introducing
redundancy or loss of data. In this paper we propose a new approach to implement the Lambda architecture concept independent of the technologies
used for oﬄine and stream computing. A universal solution is provided
to manage the complex synchronization introduced by the Lambda architecture and techniques to provide fault tolerance. The proposed solution is
evaluated by means of detailed experimental results.
key words: Lambda architecture, synchronization, big data, Tengu

1. Introduction
Our digital universe is continuously expanding and predicted to contain 40 ZB (1 Zettabyte = 1 billion Terabyte) of
data by the year 2020 [1]. Retrieving valuable information
from these data sets through conventional methods becomes
nearly impossible if time constraints apply. Moreover, most
of these data sets consist of unstructured data, making the
processing even more complex. A popular approach in the
big data domain is to precompute views with big data processing technologies and let applications or users query this
view instead of the entire data set. An important distinction is made in semantics: the entries in the original big
data set are referred to as data, whereas the entries in the
precomputed views are referred to as information [2]. Information is thus derived from data through the algorithms
implemented in big data processing technologies.
These technologies can be divided in two types: batch
processing, and stream processing. The best known batch
processing approach is Map-Reduce, originally developed
by Google [3], but made popular by its open-source implementation in Apache Hadoop [4]. Other popular solutions
include Spark [5] and Flink [6]. The stream processing on
the other hand, satisfies the processing needs of applicaManuscript received August 20, 2015.
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tions that generate data streams, such as sensor networks,
social media, and network monitoring tools [7]. While batch
processing analyzes an entire data set, stream processing
does the analysis on a message to message basis. Important streaming analysis frameworks are Storm [8], S4 [9],
and Samza [10].
The power of batch processing comes from the ability to access an entire data set during the computation, e.g.
creating the opportunity for the detection of relations in the
data. The drawback of batch processing is that all resulting
information only becomes available after the execution is
complete. This process can take hours or even days during
which recent data is not taken into account. While stream
processing lacks the overview of batch processing, it does
allow for a (near) real-time analysis of data as it arrives in
the system. The Lambda architecture is built upon a hybrid
concept where during a batch analysis execution, in a batch
layer, newly arriving messages are analyzed by a stream
analysis technology, or speed layer [2]. This eﬀectively harnesses the power of both approaches, giving an application a
complete historic informational overview through the batch
layer, stored in batch views, and (near) real-time information through its speed layer, stored in speed views. As soon
as data is processed in the batch layer, the information is
stored in a batch view and the corresponding information is
removed from the speed view.
The Lambda architecture is clearly a very powerful
concept, but it does pose several implementation challenges.
First, as information is stored in two diﬀerent views, the synchronization between batch and speed layer is key to providing applications and/or users with the correct information. If
this is overlooked or ill-handled, information could be lost
or redundantly stored for a period of time. Second, storing information across diﬀerent data stores leaves the system
in a state of polyglot persistence, creating the need for the
aggregation of information from both the batch and speed
views every time a query is sent by the application or users.
This paper proposes a general implementation of the
Lambda architecture concept without dependencies on the
technologies used in the batch/speed layers or views. A
proof of concept has been implemented as part of the Tengu
platform, formerly known as Kameleo [11]. The paper focuses on providing a generic solution for the synchronization challenges that arise during the implementation of the
concept, but also proposes a solution for the aggregation
challenge.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 discusses the Lambda architecture in depth. In
Sect. 3 the synchronization challenge is discussed in detail
and a solution is proposed. Section 4 explains how the system handles failures in the diﬀerent layers. The implementation of the synchronization solution is detailed in Sect. 5.
The experimental setup and results are provided in Sect. 6.
In Sect. 7 initial steps are detailed towards a solution for the
aggregation of polyglot persistent views. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sect. 8.
Fig. 1

Conceptual overview of the Lambda architecture.

2. Lambda Architecture: Overview and Challenges
The aim of each data system is to answer queries for applications or users on the entire data set. Mathematically, this
can be represented as follows [2]:
query = f unction(all data)
While in the era of Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) it was still possible to query the entire data
set in real time, this is no longer the case with big data
sets [12]. Therefore, in big data analysis systems queries are
already partially precomputed and stored in views to limit
the applications’ query latency. Expressed in terms of functions, this gives us the following:
view = f unction(all data)
query = f unction(view)
It is here that Marz also makes a distinction between data
and information [2]. Data is the rawest information from
which all other information is derived and is perceived to be
true within the system, in this case the main big data set. A
big data system thus becomes the function that analyzes data
through a programmed algorithm and stores the resulting information in a view. Queries thus no longer access data, but
information stored inside views. According to Marz, these
big data systems need to achieve several properties:
• Robustness and fault tolerance: a data system needs
to behave correctly even in the event of software, machine, but also human failures.
• Low latency reads and updates: data or information
needs to be available when an application or user needs
it.
• Scalability: a data system needs to maintain a stable
performance with increasing or decreasing load.
• Generalization: a data system needs to be applicable
to a wide range of applications.
• Extensibility: the potential to add functionality with a
minimal cost.
• Ad hoc queries: unanticipated information in a data
set needs to be accessible.
• Minimal maintenance: limit the implementation
complexity of the components.
• Debuggability: a data system needs to provide information allowing to trace how output was construed.

The Lambda architecture is built in layers each satisfying a
subset of these properties.
As stated before, a big data system precomputes views
on a big data set to reach reasonable latency query times.
This is achieved by the first layer of the Lambda architecture: the batch layer. The results of the batch layer are stored
in batch views, managed by the serving layer. Most of the
above-stated properties are already fullfilled by these two
layers. The final property, concerning the low-latency reads
and updates, is accomplished with the final layer: the speed
layer† . It provides the analysis of data as soon as it enters
the system and stores it in a speed view. Queries by applications or users then combine the information that is stored
in the batch and speed view. A query on a big data set, analyzed by the Lambda architecture, can thus be described as
follows:
batch view = f unction(all data)
speed view = f unction(speed view, new data)
query = f unction(batch view, speed view)
Figure 1 gives a conceptual overview of all the above discussed layers of the Lambda architecture.
The batch layer thus continuously recomputes the main
big data set, which in time grows, causing the execution time
to increase accordingly. This execution time can be limited
by using an incremental function to compute the batch view:
batch view = f unction(batch view, new data)
However, in order to guarantee the robustness and fault tolerance, a recomputational algorithm needs to always exist.
As soon as data is processed by the batch layer, the derived information that will be stored in a batch view has a
duplicate in the speed view. The corresponding information
in the speed view thus needs to be removed to make sure no
redundant information is present in the system. While this
keeps the data store for the speed views relatively small, i.e.
it only contains the most recent information of the system, it
does expose a critical part of the system. If the synchronization between batch and speed layer is incorrect, the entire
system is vulnerable to missing or redundant information.
†
This layer is called the real time layer by Marz, but in practice it is often more near real time than true real time. To avoid
confusion, in this paper it is referred to as the speed layer.
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Marz suggests to maintain two sets of speed views and alternately clearing them, which introduces redundancy. This
paper proposes a general solution in Sect. 3 without information redundancy.
A second challenge arises with the final function to answer a query:
query = f unction(batch view, speed view)
To answer a query, information from both the batch and
speed view is needed. The idea where applications store
their information in a mix of data stores to take advantage
of the fact that diﬀerent data stores are suitable for storing diﬀerent information, is referred to as polyglot persistence [13]. Support for polyglot persistent applications is
still a very active research topic [14], [15]. Initial steps towards a general solution for the aggregation challenge in the
Tengu platform are disclosed in Sect. 7.
While the Lambda architecture is regarded as a promising concept in both academia [16], [17] and industry [18],
[19], some critique is expressed as well [20]. Kreps points
out that maintaining two code bases (for batch and speed
layer) is a complex and painful issue. While this is true in
some form, their proposed alternative, the Kappa architecture, limits the information that can be retrieved from the big
data set. This new proposal eliminates the batch layer and
only uses the speed layer to analyze the entire data set message by message. However, this way an algorithm can no
longer benefit from an overview of the entire data set. For
example, suppose an application analyzes the chat messages
between social network users for the detection of cyber bullying [21]. In the speed layer a message is analyzed on its
own, but in the batch layer a more accurate analysis is possible because the algorithm has the context of the entire chat
history. In the next sections a solution for the synchronization challenge in the Lambda architecture is given without
compromising on the information stored in the views.
3. Synchronization
The most important aspect of the synchronization between
the batch and speed layer happens when the batch layer finishes its computation. A delicate operation follows where
the soon to be redundant data needs to be removed from the
speed view before it is entered in the batch view. If too much
information is removed from the speed view, the system enters a temporary state with missing information. If too little
information is removed, the system enters a temporary state
where redundant data is processed in the queries. Both states
are temporary, because it is fixed after another execution of
the batch layer algorithm, although other information might
then be missing or redundant.
Nathan Marz proposes a solution where two parallel speed views are used to store the most recent information [2]. As he points out, this leaves the system in a redundant state, but it is considered to be an acceptable price
for a general solution. The goal of this paper is to design
a general solution without redundancy or information loss.

In order to do so, a precise answer is needed to the following question: which information needs to be deleted once
a batch layer run has finished? The system thus needs to
know which data was processed by the batch layer and what
the corresponding information is in the speed view.
The proposed approach is as follows: tagging data as
soon as it enters the system allows for this traceability of
when the data entered the system, and thus what corresponding information can be removed. As soon as data arrives, it
is tagged by a current tag T n . The data is stored with the big
data set, but still marked with the tag T n . It is also analyzed
by the speed layer, which stores the resulting information
in a view specifically for all information with the tag T n ,
(speed view)T n . As soon as the batch layer finishes its current execution, the following happens: the system switches
to a new tag T (n+1) for all new incoming data. The information, resulting from the batch layer execution, is pushed into
the batch view. The corresponding information in the speed
view can be easily cleared with the tag that came before T n ,
(speed view)T (n−1) . Then the new batch data set becomes the
union of all data with the T n tag, dataT n , and the previous
batch data set:
batch data = dataT n ∪ batch data

(1)

At this point, the batch layer starts a new execution and
the entire walkthrough described above is repeated. Similar
to the solution proposed by Marz, parallel speed views are
used, but now clearly marked with a tag that marks the information that is contained within them as to avoid redundant
or missing information. A query now becomes:
query =

f unction(batch view, (speed view)T (n) , ...,
(speed view)T (n−i) )
(2)

Figure 2 depicts the lifetime of diﬀerent events and services in relation to each other in a normal running Lambda
architecture implementation. The directional line on top
represents the time moving from left to right. The batch
layer execution time is portrayed by the dashed line. The
dotted tagger line shows which tag is given to a new message that enters the system at a given time. Finally, the lifetime of the speed views is represented by solid lines and the
name of the tag it stores. The sequence clearly shows how a
speed view exists for two batch runs before being cleared.
Figure 2 also shows two atomic points that will need to
be addressed in the implementation:
1. Batch view update - speed view clearance: during
this operation the system is vulnerable for responding
to queries with redundant or missing information. If
a query were to enter the system between the update
of the batch view and the clearance of the corresponding information in the speed view, the response of the
query will contain redundant or missing information,
depending on the order of the previously mentioned operations.
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Fig. 2 Synchronization timeline of the diﬀerent layers. Two important atomic points are identified:
1) batch view update - speed view clearance 2) tag switching.

2. Tag switch: a message cannot enter the system while
no or multiple tags are active. If a message is not
tagged, the system will ignore it and data is lost. If
a message is tagged multiple times with diﬀerent tags,
redundant data is introduced into the system.
Important to note is the diﬀerence in impact both points
have: the tag switch concerns data, while the update/clearance works in the context of information. Recovering a system from faulty information is possible through a complete
recomputation of the data set. However, recovering from
faulty data is a whole lot more complex since all derived
information is false as well.
Note that in this section no assumptions have been
made as to which technologies are used to implement the
proposed tagging solution. Tagging can be implemented in
diﬀerent ways: a tag can be directly inserted into a message or it can be indirectly associated with the message. The
proof of concept of the tagging solution for the synchronization challenge uses the indirect approach and is presented in
Sect. 5.
4. Failure Handling
An important property of a big data system is its robustness
and fault tolerance as outlined in Sect. 2 above. In the following subsections failure scenarios of the diﬀerent parts of
the platform are discussed and how they can be handled.
4.1 Batch Layer Failures
If the execution of the batch layer fails, there are several
possibilities to handle the failure. First, a simple restart of
the execution can be done with the same data set as before.

Fig. 3

Batch layer failure handling.

The batch and speed view still contain the correct information for applications and users, and the current tag needn’t
change. A repeatedly failing algorithm does require human
intervention as the cause might be a faulty implementation.
A second possibility is to handle the failure similar to
a correct end of the batch layer: a new tag is used to tag future incoming messages, but the previous tags are not wiped
from the speed view as they were not yet analyzed by the
batch layer. Otherwise this would cause temporary information loss. Data tagged with the previous tags is added
to the data set that will be analyzed by the batch layer. In
other words, while the batch layer needs to restart, the data
set is expanded to take into account more recent data. This
method is limited in the number of failures it can handle due
to the increasing number of concurrent tags and the possibility of an overflow of the tag value. As with the previous
method, the information in the batch and speed views remains available for applications and users. Figure 3 depicts
this method of failure handling for the batch layer. The proof
of concept, detailed in Sect. 5, handles a batch layer failure
with a simple restart.
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4.2 Speed Layer Failures
A failure of the speed layer has less impact on the entire
data system compared to a batch layer failure because the
information displayed in the speed view is only a fraction of
the total data set. That being said, the goal is to eliminate
redundant and missing information completely.
Failure handling is mostly dependent on how a streaming big data analysis platform handles the failures. If the
analysis of one message fails, it is important the chosen
technology has guaranteed message processing or checkpointing, i.e. each data message is fully processed without
fault. If an entire machine or cluster fails, data in transit
should be recovered or re-analyzed. For example, in an implementation with Kafka and Storm, Storm provides guaranteed message processing, but it also needs to keep an oﬀset
of messages it already consumed from Kafka. Both technologies combined can therefore recover from a variety of
failures.
4.3 View Failures
A view failure results in partial information not being available for applications and users. A failure of the speed view
has a limited impact as it only contains the most recent information of the system, while a failure of the batch view would
cause most of the historical information to be unavailable.
Therefore, it is important to use distributed and replicated
data stores for the views of both layers. In the NoSQL (Not
Only SQL) domain most data stores are of a distributed nature and support some form of replication. The amount of
replicas depends on the critical nature of the application. A
careful consideration is required in this trade-oﬀ between
storage cost and availability.
While a view failure can cause a temporary unavailability or redundancy of information, the layered approach
of the Lambda architecture allows the system to recover
without human intervention. A recomputational algorithm
in the batch layer always starts with the original main data
set, meaning errors in a batch or speed view are overruled in
the next iteration. This property is shown extensively in the
results in Sect. 6.
4.4 Data and Communication Failures
Query latency In Sect. 3 it was mentioned that the operation
updating the batch view and deleting the corresponding information in the speed views needs to be atomic. During this
time a read lock needs to be enforced on the diﬀerent views
as to insure no missing or redundant information is used to
answer the query. If an error occurs during one of the steps
in the operation, a rollback can make sure the views are not
corrupted.
Equation (2) also defines a query in the Lambda architecture as a function that aggregates data from diﬀerent
views. Both the read lock and the aggregation will cause a

certain query latency.
Tagging The impact of missing or redundant data compared
to information was already briefly discussed in Sect. 3. An
error in the tagging or switch between tags could cause this
missing or redundant data. Recovery from such a failure entails much more than an information failure and the system
will be unable to recover from this without manual intervention.
Data persistence Finally, data persistence is an important
feature to make sure no data or information is lost. For example, assume a message is the last message to be tagged
with tag T n . All the dataT n needs to be merged with the
previous batch data set, as defined in Eq. (1). There needs
to be a guarantee that all data with tag T n is present in
dataT n , i.e. even the last message to be tagged with T n
needs to be present and not get lost in the network. This is
closely related to guaranteed message processing discussed
in Sect. 4.2.
4.5 Human Failure
A final important failure is the realistic possibility that a human error will occur in the system. Here the importance
of the main data set is again featured. The main data set
contains unaltered data and is expected to be true, within
the Lambda architecture system. This assumption allows
the system to recover from any human error in the diﬀerent layers. For example, if a faulty implementation in any
layer causes faulty information to be stored in the views, a
fix of the faulty code allows the entire system to recover after a couple of iterations. This emphasizes the need for a
re-computational algorithm in the batch layer. While an incremental batch algorithm can be used to limit the execution
time of the batch layer, a re-computational algorithm needs
to exist to recover from human-introduced errors, such as
faulty implementations.
5. Implementation Details
The proposed Lambda architecture implementation is implemented as part of the Tengu platform, previously known
as Kameleo [11]. The Tengu platform was originally developed for the automated setup of big data technologies on
experimental testbeds. Figure 4 shows an overview of all
used technologies in the proof of concept implementation
and how they are chained together.

Fig. 4 Technology overview of the implemented Lambda architecture
proof of concept.
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The first technology a message encounters when it enters the system is the WSO2 Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
It allows for advanced communication between services by
routing messages in a bus architecture using a vast array of
protocols. For this reason the ESB was favored over a Message Broker (MB) or a Complex Event Processor (CEP) as
those would limit the amount of control the system had over
the messages and services. The WSO2 ESB was chosen
over other candidates, such as UltraESB, Mule, and Talend,
for its performance and maturity [22]–[24]. It is the intelligent controller-like component that coordinates the execution of the diﬀerent services, i.e. the batch and speed layer,
and their views. The ESB also maintains the current active
tag corresponding to an active topic in Apache Kafka [25].
After retrieving the tag in the ESB, the message is sent
to a Kafka topic corresponding to the received tag. The tag
is hence never attached to the incoming message, but indirectly associated with the message through a topic in Kafka.
From this topic the message is ingested by a speed technology, analyzed and stored in a speed view. In the proof of
concept Storm [8] is used as a speed technology, while the
speed views are stored in MongoDB [26]. Storm contains
a topology that is responsible for a specific tag, i.e. a Kafka
topic. This topology analyzes the messages and stores them
in the MongoDB collection related to the tag. The union defined in Eq. (1) is performed using all data in the Kafka topic
as dataT n . The batch layer, implemented with Hadoop [4]
in this proof of concept, performs an analysis and stores the
information in a batch view, a specific collection in MongoDB.
Important to note is that the implementation of the tagging system is done by the WSO2 ESB and Kafka. While
Hadoop, Storm and MongoDB are used in this proof of concept, they are merely services of the ESB through which
the messages are analyzed and stored. As a consequence
they can be replaced by similar technologies such as Spark,
Samza and Cassandra. Additionally, many technologies can
already act as a consumer of Kafka messages, but if not, an
extension of the WSO2 ESB can still provide the necessary
communication.
In Fig. 2 two critical points were also identified concerning the update of the batch view and simultaneous removal of the corresponding information in the speed view,
and the switch between active tags. Both operations are required to be atomic to prevent data/information loss or redundancy.
The tag is stored local to and managed by the ESB,
making every operation transactional. For each message the
ESB reads the value of the tag and sends the message to the
corresponding topic. If a call is made to change the tag, the
value is updated with an atomic operation. A message can
therefore never continue without a tag or with multiple tags.
The switch between views after a completed batch
layer iteration is handled by inserting a read lock on the
views. This can cause somewhat of a query latency if a
query is on hold during the switch. A solution for this latency can be to cache the information during the transition,

but this is outside the scope of this paper and considered part
of future work.
6. Evaluation Results
The Tengu platform is deployed on the iLab.t Virtual Wall
infrastructure [27]. These experimental testbeds consist of
over 300 nodes spanning diﬀerent generations of hardware
setups. For the tests in this paper generation 3 nodes were
used: 2x Hexacore Intel E5645 (2.4 GHz) CPU, 24 GB
RAM, 1x250 GB harddisk, 1-5 gigabit nics. Eight nodes
were used in the following setup interconnected with a 1
Gigabit connection:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 hadoop nodes
2 storm nodes
1 WSO2 Enterprise Service Bus node
1 MongoDB node
1 Zookeeper node
1 Kafka node

In the following subsection the results are detailed to show
the correctness and regenerative capabilities of the Lambda
architecture implementation, especially in the context of information redundancy and information loss. Next, insight is
given as to where information is stored among the diﬀerent
views in a normal run of the system.
6.1 View Failure
The most important part of the synchronization challenge
consists of eliminating redundant information and information loss. The first results in Fig. 5 show the normal progress
of data sizes in the Lambda architecture. For each tag 20
messages were injected into the system through a REST
API, one every second, where each message had a specific
value. The WSO2 ESB supports a variety of message formats but for this test JSON messages were used:

Fig. 5
tion.

Normal progress of the active Lambda architecture implementa-
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Fig. 6 Regenerative progress of the active Lambda architecture implementation with data loss in views.

Fig. 7 Regenerative progress of the active Lambda architecture implementation with data redundancy in views.

{
‘ value ’ :

‘5 ’

}
The algorithm in the batch and speed layer were tasked with
calculating the total sum of the message values. The dashed
line shows the sum of all message values injected in the
system at any given point. The solid line shows the aggregated sum that is available in all the views, both batch and
speed. The sum calculation in the speed layer is slowed as
to clearly diﬀerentiate the two graph-lines from each other.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 the solid line can never drop down,
as this would indicate information loss, or be higher than the
dashed line, as this would indicate information redundancy.
Information loss in the views is introduced in the second graph, depicted in Fig. 6. Loss is introduced twice in the
speed view at around 65 and 165 seconds. The regenerative
property of the Lambda architecture is shown at around 115
seconds and 215 seconds. This is when the batch layer has
recomputed the main data set and the lost information is restored in the batch view.
Figure 7 shows the regenerative measures of the implementation after redundancy is introduced to the speed views.
The solid line clearly surpasses the dashed line in the graph,
indicating the presence of information redundancy. The redundancy is however not present in the main data set, meaning that after a batch iteration the redundant information is
deleted from the views, again displaying the correct total
sum.
Both graphs clearly show the regenerative capabilities
of the implemented Lambda architecture in situations with
varying information inconsistencies. The time in which the
system returns to a consistent state depends on the execution
time of the batch layer. In Sect. 3, Fig. 2 illustrates that speed
views exist for two batch layer runs before being cleared,
meaning that in a worst case scenario an inconsistent state
is maintained during two batch layer runs before being resolved. The batch layer execution time can be shortened
through use of an incremental algorithm, but as mentioned
in Sect. 2 a re-computational algorithm is still required to

Fig. 8 The total data in the Lambda architecture in time with respect to
the diﬀerent views.

achieve fault tolerance and robustness. An inconsistent state
in the batch view can be resolved after one batch run, but
only with a re-computational algorithm.
6.2 Information Transition from Speed to Batch Views
As information is moved between diﬀerent views a lot in the
Lambda architecture, the graph displayed in Fig. 8 shares
some insight as to where information is stored during a normal run of the Lambda architecture implementation. Important to note is that messages are now continuously sent to
the system and have ever increasing values, hence the exponential curve of the total data sum. The speed layer is
also no longer slowed down in these tests. First, speed view
1, marked by the dotted line, is filled with information until it reaches a plateau at around 25 seconds. This plateau
occurs as the Storm topology is swapped for a new topology to start processing the new tag, i.e. ingest the new topic
from Kafka. Once the new topology is active at around 50
seconds, it quickly catches up to the total expected sum by
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filling up speed view 2, indicated by the small dashed line,
until it reaches the next plateau. Again the Storm topologies
are switched, but speed view 1 is also cleared as the information is now contained within the batch view, marked by
the dashed-dotted line. Now speed view 1 can again be used
to store information and the entire above described process
repeats itself. A maximum of two concurrent tags are thus
active at any given time.
Based on the graph in Fig. 8 some improvements can
be made: the plateau could be reduced by having two parallel Storm topologies, as with the speed views. This has the
additional benefit that the old topology can continue generating information next to the new one. The single topology
setup of this proof of concept can cause additional delay
because the system waits for the topology to be entirely finished before swapping. For a simple task, like calculating a
sum, Storm is fast enough and no additional delay is caused,
but with more complex algorithms the time for data to be
processed by the topology increases, heightening the possibility of additional delay. In a production environment it
is therefore highly recommended to work with two parallel
Storm topologies.
7. Aggregation
In Sect. 2 a query in the Lambda architecture is defined as a
function over the diﬀerent views. An application that stores
data or information in a mix of data stores to take advantage
of the fact that diﬀerent data stores are suitable for storing
diﬀerent data is referred to as a polyglot persistent application [13]. While the work of Sadalage and Fowler focuses
on dividing the data set based on data type and/or model,
the polyglot persistence in the Lambda architecture splits
information based on time, derived from the tag the data got
when it entered the system. Both Eq. (2) and Fig. 1 show
the need for aggregation, as an answer to a query consists of
multiple queries to diﬀerent data stores. The nature of the
aggregation depends on the nature of the information stored
in the views and the nature of the query. For example, two
integers can be added in a sum, but could equally well be
concatenated.
Data abstraction layers, such as Hibernate OGM [28],
Kundera [29], and DataNucleus [30], help applications with
polyglot persistence by providing general access to their
data stores, usually through a unified querying language. Although these data abstraction layers shield applications from
underlying data storage technologies, they lack the ability to
intelligently combine information from several data stores
and return it. The application is thus still responsible for
combining information from the diﬀerent views and not effectively protected from data model changes.
If this responsibility is to be moved away from the application, it needs to be re-introduced in a new layer between
the application and the data stores. As mentioned before, the
nature of the aggregation is specific to the query the application sends, so user input is required. However, users often
also lack the insight into the diﬀerent technologies to cor-

Fig. 9 Lambda architecture with a formal language for the aggregation
of information.

rectly write the code for information retrieval. A definition
of the aggregation through a technology independent data
flow could prove to be a solution in this case.
A proposed approach is to define this data flow through
a formal language. The formal language would allow
users, lacking any programming skills or technology specific knowledge, to define an algorithm answering their
query through a flow of operations and other queries on the
diﬀerent underlying data stores. Once an aggregation is created through the formal language, an engine can translate it
into code and technology-specific queries for diﬀerent data
stores. Figure 9 shows how the formal language fits in with
the Lambda architecture. Initial steps towards a definition
and implementation of this formal language are ongoing and
will be reported on in future work.
8. Conclusion and Future Work
The Lambda architecture is a powerful concept for big data
systems. However, it does pose several implementation
challenges. This paper proposes a general implementation
of the concept, independent of the technologies used for different layers and views. It focuses on a solution for the synchronization challenge between the batch and speed layer
through a tagging system. A solution is proposed, tagging
messages when they enter the implemented Lambda architecture system, and a proof of concept is implemented in
the Tengu platform. Results show that the proof of concept works correctly in regard to eliminating information
loss and redundancy, and that when manually introduced,
it is able to recover automatically. The information transition between batch and speed view also indicated a delay
where no new information was posted in the views during
the transition of topologies. A solution is suggested where
two parallel topologies exist in the Storm cluster.
Another challenge was identified as the aggregation of
information from batch and speed views to answer queries
from applications or users. This paper discusses the initial
steps that have already been taken towards a general solution
in the Tengu platform. The implementation itself will be
reported on in future publications.
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